Anthropogenic influences on emergence of vector-borne plant viruses: the persistent problem of Potato virus Y.
Potato virus Y (PVY) has reemerged as a serious impediment to seed potato production, responsible for reduced yields and tuber quality, as well as the majority of seed lot rejections by certification programs due to excessive virus incidence. This has led to seed shortages, especially in cultivars highly susceptible to infection. While seed certification programs have been effective at managing many virus diseases below economic thresholds, PVY has rapidly evolved in recent decades to become a complex of strains that evade many certification and farm management practices. The evolution of PVY strains is naturally occurring, but several human influences can be linked to the rapid change in PVY populations affecting the potato crop. Here we highlight the recent history and current status of PVY in potatoes and suggest some approaches for managing the virus moving forward.